Can We Apply Accelerator-Cores to Control-Intensive Programs?
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Abstract

There is a trend towards using accelerators to increase performance and energy efficiency of general-purpose processors. So far, most accelerators have been build with HPC-applications in mind. A question that arises is how well can other applications benefit from these accelerators?

In this paper, we discuss the acceleration of three benchmarks using the SPUs of a Cell-BE. We analyze the potential speedup given the inherent parallelism in the applications. While the potential speedup is significant in all benchmarks, the obtained speedup lags behind due to a mismatch between micro-architectural properties of the accelerators and the benchmark properties.

1 Introduction

With all the available transistors and the immense power dissipation of monolithic processor cores, much focus is placed on accelerators as a way to increase computational strength and efficiency of processors. These accelerators can be integrated on-die, as in STI’s Cell processor [5] and the POD accelerator [9], or they may be realized in accelerator boards as in GPUs [4], ClearSpeed’s CS301 [3] and Nallatech’s Slipstream FPGA-based accelerator [1].

Accelerators are already a success story in application fields such as 3D-graphics, physics and encryption. As the number of accelerators and their processing power increases, other application fields can also be interested to take advantage of these resources. However, the question is whether applications from outside high performance computing can also benefit from the current accelerators?

2 Approach

2.1 Identification of sub-algorithms

A first problem to tackle is which parts of a program are suitable for offloading to accelerators. If the programmer has intimate knowledge of the program, finding the suitable partitions to offload is probably possible with some insight and intuition. In general, however, people are not familiar with all the intricate details of a program, so a more systematic approach is required. In recent work [6] a first step for finding suitable program partitions (so-called sub-algorithms) to offload to accelerators was introduced. The criteria are based on control and data flow characteristics.

Once the interesting regions to offload to an accelerator are identified, the work is not yet done. One has to transform and optimize the offloaded code to suit the targeted accelerator. In this paper we look at the performance improvement of different optimizations when using the SPUs of a Cell BE processor as accelerators for the main PPU-processor core.

2.2 Three accelerator contestants

We consider three different benchmarks for finding suitable sub-algorithms to offload on an accelerator. The first benchmark is Clustal W [7], a bio-informatics program used for the simultaneous alignment of many nucleotide or amino acid sequences. The program has three main stages of which the first, pairwise alignment, is an interesting sub-algorithm to offload. It is characterized by consuming a lot of data and having a very predictable control flow.

The second program is bzip2 from SPECINT2000, a program for compression and decompression. The compression takes about 86% of the execution time and spends about two thirds of its time on sorting. The interesting sub-algorithm in this case is simpleSort, which performs a shell’s sort. It takes about 20% of the execution time. The shell’s sort is called by the main sorting routine (sortIt) and by a quickSort algorithm (qSort3). Note that sorting algorithms have an unpredictable data behavior and un biased branches. Furthermore, only small parts of the code are vectorizable due to the intensive control flow.
Figure 1. Speedup results for pairwise alignment of Clustal W

The third program, mcf, is also from SPECINT2000 and solves a large-scale minimum-cost flow problem. Three quarters of the time is spent in primal.net.simplex. The interesting sub-algorithm here is primal.bea_mpp, responsible for 41.3% of the execution time and consists of several nested loops and the function sort.basket. The network is represented as a graph, resulting in pointer-chasing and exposed memory latencies. Combined with control flow, there is no opportunity for vectorization. However, the loop structure allows to overlap some DMAs [2].

2.3 Extrapolated speedup from PPU

In the analysis (Section 3) we compare the measured speedup on the accelerators with the extrapolated PPU speedup. For the extrapolated speedup we take the fraction of vectorized code into account and the length of these vectors. Furthermore, we also use the number of parallel threads and fraction of parallel code. For the extrapolated speedup we assume no communication overhead and use the same memory latency as for one PPU.

3 Analysis

The benchmarks are compiled with gcc 4.1.2 and run on a PlayStation 3. The presented results are relative speedups compared to the performance on a single PPU-thread.

Clustal W When running the original version of pairwise alignment on a SPU we get a slow down of 10% (Base SPU in Figure 1). Removing control flow by using compare-and-select construction [8] gives a speed improvement of 20% (SPU control). The SPU is very sensitive to control flow because, as opposed to the PPU, it lacks a dynamic branch predictor. On the base processor this would not result in a measurable speedup.

Vectorization (SPU SIMD) could ideally lead to a speedup of a factor 4, but due to extra overhead we only get a factor of 2.75 compared to SPU control.

Table 1. Pipeline utilization, in percentage of execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Clustal W</th>
<th>Bzip2</th>
<th>Mcf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>Pairwise</td>
<td>SimpleSort</td>
<td>prim_bea_mpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>SPUX</td>
<td>SPUX</td>
<td>SPUX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single cyc</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual cyc</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nop cyc</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br miss</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep SPR</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep other</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan stall</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the memory accesses are unaligned, which severely deteriorates the performance on an SPU. By unrolling the loop (SPU SIMD Pipe) these unaligned accesses can be avoided, effectively reducing the instruction count of the loop. The same optimization has no expected effect on the PPU, as the PPU handles alignment in hardware. Overall, the SPU is able to execute Clustal W very efficiently, even better than what optimistic extrapolation suggests. This is also reflected in the pipeline utilization (Table 1): only a small fraction of cycles is spent on dependencies and channel stalls.

Bzip2 In Figure 2 we see that offloading simpleSort to one SPU is about two times slower than running the whole program on the PPU (SimpleSort SIMD). Different parts of the code can be vectorized to some extent, allowing to reduce the number of compares. Based on the reduction of compares, extrapolation would result in a speedup of 1.98 when vectorizing the code. In practice, however, we get a slow down of more than 2. Note that this result already incorporates an aligned data lay-out, minimized control flow and static branch hints. The overhead is caused by communicating messages and the delay of DMAs.

Luckily there is parallelism between the calls from qSort3 to simpleSort, allowing to use several SPUs. This is shown in the bar SimpleSort SIMD Par of Figure 2. Using 6 SPUs speedups simpleSort with 56%. This results in a 14% speedup of the compression and a global speedup of 9%. The extrapolated speedup however, shows that the bzip2 program does have significant opportunity for acceleration, but control flow and communication delay means its not exploited. A larger fraction of branch misses and channel stalls in Table 1 confirms this. Note that applying static branch hints is not useful in this case, as these branches are unbiased.

The lower speedups for Compress and Total are just a consequence of Amdahl’s law: since the sequential fraction is larger, the speedup is lower. The difference between extrapolated and measured speedup indicates we only achieve 50% of the potential speedup.
4 Conclusion

The current accelerators, in particular the SPUs, are optimized towards application fields of number crunching. These fields are characterized by predictable control flow and data behavior suitable for streaming and vectorization. However, by creating some more general accelerators many different programs could greatly benefit. Our case studies show that enabling control flow prediction or reducing DMA latency, would result in significant performance improvement for programs that have less regular control-flow and data behavior.
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